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好的解决了 LDPC 码误码平台的问题,因此研究 BCH 码是该标准的一个重要的工




否则先进行一次 LDPC的译码，将 BCH的检错能力嵌入到 LDPC译码的过程中去，









































In today's rapid development of communication technology, satellite 
communications is a very important means of communication widely used in military 
and people's livelihood. Researching  satellite communications are becoming  more 
and more important. General communication system consists of three parts: 
transmitter, channel and receiver, we know that  in the process of signal transmission  
interference  is inevitablely existing  from all sides .in response to signal 
attenuation and enhancing the anti-jamming ability of the system, Enhancing  the 
communication quality, we use channel coding approach to achieve this aim. 
    In the latest generation of satellite broadcasting system using DVB-S2 standard, 
the standard  uses the BCH concatenated LDPC codes for channel coding, BCH 
codes are a good burst -error- correcting code, BCH codes can greatly solve the 
problem of the LDPC BER platform , the study of BCH code is an important work in 
the standard. In this paper we survey the BCH decoding algorithms, and finally select 
the inverse-free BM as the final hardware implementation algorithm, At the same 
time we achieve a certain amount of decoding throughput. 
    In this paper we use the BCH error detection capability before the data receiverd 
for LDPC decoding, if the error number is in the BCH error correction capability, we 
decode the codes directly. Otherwise, underwaying  one LDPC decoding, the BCH 
error checking capability is embedded in the process of LDPC decoding, Once for 
each iteration underwaying BCH error detection ,to reduce the traditional practice of 
using the H matrix to terminate the iterative LDPC Decoding times. 
    This paper, First we use software simulationfor three different data ,it shows that 
the use of BCH error detection capability can greatly reduce the complexity of LDPC 
iterative decoding and can reduce the number of LDPC iterative decoding times; 
followed by the hardware conducting tests with other Cascading modules .BCH 
decoding module of the actual system has been successfully applied to the project and 
has a good practical application. 
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